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The Santa Fe was a milestone in the company's restructuring program of the late s because the
SUV was a hit with American buyers. The SUV was so popular that at times, Hyundai had
trouble supplying the demand. Between and , the Santa Fe fell between the slightly smaller
compact crossover Tucson and the larger, yet related Veracruz. The second generation Hyundai
Santa Fe was awarded Consumer Reports "top pick" and was among the top 10 vehicles for
unveiled in the magazine's issue. The magazine's annual ratings, based on road tests and
predicted safety and reliability, are considered highly influential among consumers. In , the third
generation Santa Fe became available in two versions regular and extended versions , with the
five-seater Sport in September and the extended long wheel base model which replaced the
Veracruz, available at showrooms in November As of , the Santa Fe has been slotted between
the Tucson and the Palisade. In its first year in production, the Santa Fe was offered with one of
two engine and transmission combinations. In North America, a fuel-efficient 2. Front wheel
drive was standard with traction control optional with the V6 and 4WD was optional. A cheaper
2. The Santa Fe entered its second year with only one minor change involving the placement of
the V6 emblem to a higher location on the tailgate. In Feb , the center dash vents and buttons
were restyled. The clock was relocated to the center dash from its prior location in the overhead
map light assembly, which was also restyled. Demand for the Santa Fe continued to be up but
owners had several suggested changes for Hyundai. At the same time, chrome interior door
handles replaced matte gray handles and a chrome shifter gate on automatic equipped models
replaced matte silver gate trim. Few models also received a factory alarm confirmation chirp
feature when locked twice via remote, but was rarely equipped until the model began
production. In , Hyundai responded to some of the customer complaints and suggestions such
as the fact that the hood used a prop and not gas struts, there was no light in the glove
compartment, and the car itself did not have enough power. In , Hyundai introduced the 3. The
bigger engine came with a computer-controlled four-wheel drive system. Rounding out the
changes in the model was the discontinuation of the highly unpopular Pine Green which in
some owner circles has gained the nickname 'Yucky Green'. In Australia, the four-cylinder Santa
Fe was dropped in , due to slow sales, leaving the 2. Hyundai continued to post sales records
with the Santa Fe as it rolled into with very minor changes. The remote keyless entry
confirmation 'chirp' when the 'LOCK' button on the remote was pressed twice became standard.
The Santa Fe received its final facelift for Changes were made to the grille, taillights, rear
bumper, interior instrument cluster. Both sun visors also received extensions so the sun could
be blocked out better when coming in from the side. The base Santa Fe was discontinued that
time, making way for the Tucson. In Australia, all models received body-colored painted
bumpers from on. The color 'Sandstone' was discontinued in favor of a slightly different color
named 'Mocha Frost'. The GL trim was dropped as was the four-cylinder engine and its
respective 5-speed manual transmission. The 2. A passenger airbag cutoff that prevents the
airbag from deploying if the seat is unoccupied or occupied by a small person was also added.
A 3-point seatbelt was added to the center rear seating position, as well. The calendar function,
housed in the overhead console was removed and a compass took its place. The last year of
this Santa Fe saw few changes. Two colors were discontinued for , Merlot and Canyon Red. A
rare color, Dark Emerald Green, was introduced mid-year. It did not appear in any sales
brochures and could have only been ordered by a dealership. The LX trim level was renamed
'Limited' and got a corresponding tailgate badge, a first for the Santa Fe of any trim level.
Another first was the availability of a monochromatic paint scheme, a departure from the
contrasting gray cladding previously standard. The monochromatic option was only available
on the Limited in black. In Europe , the new Santa Fe model was launched in April as a model,
offering a new 2. Part of a joint venture with Hyundai Motors that began in , a Chinese company,
Hawtai Motor , manufactured the first-generation Santa Fe. Hyundai ended its partnership with
Hawtai in and production ended in The new Santa Fe went on sale in South Korea in late It
shares this assembly line with the current generation Hyundai Sonata. The new generation
sheds the old style's quirky design in favor of a more contemporary look. The 4WD is a
Borg-Warner Torque Management device, which diverts power to the wheels with best grip
according to the amount of slip. Body lean in turns, a problem with the previous generation, has
been reduced in the new Santa Fe. Both road and wind noise have also been reduced. Newly
standard on the latest iteration of the Santa Fe are all the safety features the previous model
lacked or charged as extra. Electronic Stability Control ESC , side-curtain airbags for all seating
rows, a tire pressure monitor, active front head restraints, and anti-lock brakes are all standard.
Some features like the tailgate flip glass and the lower body cladding were not integrated into
the new model. The interior has been upgraded as well with blue-lit dashboard controls unlike
the green color used in other Hyundai models , a gated shifter pattern, illuminated cup holders,
and higher quality leather on Limited models. The rear seat head restraints caused visibility

problems in the previous model due to their size. The new style features 'shingled' head rests
that when lowered completely, sit flush with the top of the seat, helping to maximize rear
visibility. The middle rear seating position now comes with its own head restraint and a
three-point seat belt built in. For , only minor changes were applied to the Santa Fe. A
navigation system made by LG was offered and the Infinity sound system and the power glass
sunroof were made standard on Limited models. New mirror indicators were introduced, except
on US-built models. The 16" wheels on the base GLS model USA specification were dropped
and replaced with black steel wheels and plastic covers. Additionally, the GLS received black
plastic mirrors as opposed to the body-colored mirrors of the higher-tier SE and Limited
models. This cut in equipment was rumored to be a countermeasure to offset the price increase
of offering an iPod plug-in for the stereo system. Because of the black mirrors and wheel
covers, the additional cost of the iPod adapter was negated, leaving the base price of the
vehicle unchanged. According to research, the Santa Fe is the least expensive vehicle to insure.
Low rates tend to reflect a vehicle's safety. A mid-cycle refresh designed in Germany for the
Santa Fe was implemented for the model year. The grille now includes horizontal and vertical
gridded bars as opposed to the horizontal two-bar grille on previous models, and grilles are
now body-colored instead of black. New rear taillights include all-red taillight covers with
extensive chrome outlay, and new 5 split-spoke alloy wheels have replaced the previous 5- and
6-spoke wheels. All Santa Fe's now include standard Bluetooth hands-free phone connectivity
and steering wheel audio controls, new darker wood trim, and metallic steering wheel inlay.
Gauges have been designed with a new lettering and numbering typeface and backlight design.
A new touch-screen navigation system with rear back-up camera was now available. Finally, for
the US market, the optional third row seat has been discontinued, leaving the larger Veracruz
the only currently sold Hyundai in the United States to seat more than five persons. Powertrain
changes included a choice of the standard six-speed manual transmission or the optional
six-speed automatic transmission. Engine choices include a 2. The latter engine is also used in
the Kia Sorento. Both engines generate greater power while obtaining greater fuel economy
than previous engine models. Sales began in early January Only minor changes were applied to
the Santa Fe for The watt Infinity sound system became standard on Limited trim whereas it had
only been previously bundled with the optional navigation system. This was done to free up
production capacity at the Alabama plant for the new Sonata and new Elantra. Kia, however, is
The Santa Fe only received minor changes for The all-body colored grille in North American
markets was straightened and received chrome accents while the textured strip below the
headlights was changed from amber to clear. The interior received a new shift knob and
downhill brake assist was added. The model will be discontinued by the end of the year,
successfully ending production for the second generation. The Santa Fe blue Hybrid uses a V
lithium polymer battery. Hyundai is recalling almost , Santa Fe SUVs from â€” model years,
because the front passenger airbags may not deploy in a crash due to a possible problem with
the occupant classification system. The system gauges the size of a passenger and based on
that whether an air bag should be deployed. A software update rectifies the issue. Advertising
Standards Bureau of Australia banned a Santa Fe TV commercial titled 'Restless' or 'Toddler' in
, which ASB argued that it promotes an illegal driving activity: an underaged person a toddler
driving a car. He also picked up a hitchhiking toddler girl and both were wearing seatbelts
instead of approved child restraints which also breached safety recommendations. Hyundai
launched a redesign of the Santa Fe on February 14, Unveiled at the New York Auto Show on
April 4, [33] the third generation Santa Fe features two wheelbase variants: shorter 5-seat Sport
variant 7-seat is optional in several markets and the long-wheelbase version called Santa Fe XL
in Canada with three rows of seats and available seating for six or seven passengers. Both
models feature the new "Storm Edge" design prototype, eventually to launch on all other
models, and feature refreshed Santa Fe unibody crossover platform, akin to most of today's
SUVs. While the Santa Fe Sport is solely available in two-row in the North America, a third-row
seat option is available as standard or optional in most regions outside North America. The
Santa Fe Sport models arrives with an all four-cylinder engine lineup. The standard engine is a
2. Front-wheel drive is standard, with all-wheel drive being optional. The Korean-spec Santa Fe
was launched in Asia since April 19, , in short wheel base form with 7-seater capacity. Available
engine types are a 2. The Santa Fe Sport went on sale in June as a model. It is available in one
basic trim level, but with two engines, and multiple packages that add many features. Features
such as an upgraded sound system with upgraded touch-screen radio, a full, GPS navigational
system, and leather-trimmed seating surfaces can be added to the basic Santa Fe Sport so that
buyers can choose their ideal vehicle. Engine choices are either a 2. For the model year, blind
spot monitoring became available on all trims, and Technology Package added rear parking
assistance, cooled front seats, and memory front seats. Rear window sunshades were added to

the Premium Package. The long-wheelbase variant was released in North America in November
and went on sale in early after the Veracruz ended production. The long-wheelbase is offered in
North America exclusively with a 3. Features such as an upgraded sound system with upgraded
touch-screen radio, a full, GPS navigational system, and leather-trimmed seating surfaces can
be added to the Santa Fe SE to further enhance this trim level. The Limited adds those features
that are optional on the SE, while adding larger alloy wheels and wood interior trim. The Santa
Fe is only available with the 3. The new Santa Fe arrived in North American dealerships starting
in the summer of as a model. The previous three-row, long-wheelbase Santa Fe continued to be
available into model year , rebranded as the Santa Fe XL. Its replacement, the Palisade, debuted
in as a model. A diesel fuel version of the Santa Fe was intended for the United States for the
model year, [44] but was cancelled before launch. The engines will be offered with 6- or 8-speed
automatic transmissions. On June 3, , Hyundai revealed the facelifted Santa Fe for the model
year. The facelifted Santa Fe is claimed to be built on a newer platform. The rear has also been
revised, with a long LED strip running across the width of the car, similar to that seen on the
seventh generation Hyundai Elantra. Wider wheel arches have been built to accommodate the
larger inch wheels. The car has a redesigned center stack with a larger push-button gear
selector as well as a new drive mode selector. For the United States, the enhanced blind-spot
safety tech became standard on the Limited trim, and the Ultimate trim was removed for the
model year and replaced by the new "Calligraphy" trim, similar to the Palisade. From Wikipedia,
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exclusive to Canada. This is the first car I have owned since brand new that has even come

close to having over , miles on it and still runs. When you think about it, the alternator was
really wear and tear as they do not last forever. And that's it. I maintain it religiously and take
care of little things before they become big things. We've gotten our money's worth from this
vehicle and then some. We don't off-road it or mistreat it, but it is not pampered by any means. I
just turned 95, miles on my Santa Fe. No problems so far except normal maintenance:
windshield wiper blades every 2 years, tires every 4 years-usually worn out by then, change oil
every 6 months or miles for conventional or miles on synthetic. I changed the transmission oil
twice drain and fill at 40k miles, and again at 80k miles. Oh, I changed both front bulbs after one
of the bulbs burned out at around 70k miles. Replaced front and rear brakes and rotors at 85k
miles. I will do the timing belt sometime soon. No problems! Best car I have owned so far. Built
solid, I loved my Santa Fe. Bought in , traded in I still regret trading it in to this day. So many
practical use reasons to own a Santa Fe. I bought it new in It has plenty of room for passengers
and plenty of cargo room. The car has great power on take off. The biggest issue I have is they
use bad paint. These hyundai's are peeling and fading. This in itself is why I won't buy the new
Hyundai Sante Fe. I got my Santa Fe with 68,, and after 4 other lemons before that, I figured this
car would be my knight in shining armor. So, naturally, the transmission went out 6 months
after I bought it. Now a year and half later, it just wouldn't start one day. Long story short, I've
now replaced the Mass Airflow Sensor, the Coolant Temperature Sensor, and low and behold,
this morning I went to start it and its running crappy still and trying to die on me, obviously not
trustworthy. The mechanics are stumped, and so am I. If this happens to you, the code reads,
"Fuel temp sensor", get ready for a domino effect of electrical problems that mechanics won't
be able to pinpoint. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Santa Fe.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Reliable, trouble free so far! Items per page:. Write a review See all Santa
Fes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Santa Fe. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History.
Vehicle Listing Details. This Santa Fe might be the one for you! It has a 6 Cylinder engine. Call
today to test it out! This vehicle is being sold as is with no warranty prior to a service inspection
as a wholesale to the public. It has a check engine light on and a gas leak. It does run and drive.
Odometer is miles below market average! The Santa Fe is powered by a 3. To schedule your test
drive today please call or text Sea-Auto Sales at Check out this gently-used Hyundai Santa Fe
we recently got in. It's also quite sporty, and injects an ample amount of handling chutzpah into
the ridin'-high body of a family-friendly SUV. Exceptional in every sense of the word, this
incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind. It is incomparable for the price and quality.
Based on the superb condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this Hyundai
Santa Fe GLS is sure to sell fast. Finance available with applicable fees. It is equipped with a 4
Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Silver with a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the
ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our
comprehensive point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a
guideline for you or, at your option, we can perform these repairs for you at a discount. Contact
a Sales Associate for more details - 'It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the
ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help.
Contact a Sales Associate for more details. Recent Arrival! Apple Ford Lincoln has zero
responsibility for any repairs after the sale. We do appreciate your business, and want to make
sure this vehicle is represented for what it is, a Pre-Wholesale vehicle. Now offering Mohr to
your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring the car to you! And all the paperwork!
We are open online and at the store. Don't miss out on massive savings. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim SE
SE 2. Engine Type Gas 3, Cylinders 4 cylinders 2, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. New
Listing. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is the first
car I have owned since brand new that has even come close to having over , miles on it and still
runs. When you think about it, the alternator was really wear and tear as they do not last forever.
And that's it. I maintain it religiously and take care of little things before they become big things.
We've gotten our money's worth from this vehicle and then some. We don't off-road it or
mistreat it, but it is not pampered by any means. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better

purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

